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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

As Indicated on the Harris nap of Fort Glbson, "Lieut. Seawell's Private 
Property" consisted of an 18 x 30-foot log house connected ty covered walkway to a 
separate kitchen structure on the east so as to form an "L." It retained this 
configuration until after its purchase by Walter Scott in 1909, Scott made no 
changes in the two 15 x 18-foot rooms, connected by massive, eight-foot-wide, back- 
to-back fireplaces. He did however remove the separate kitchen, add porches and 
rooms to three sides, all under a new roof that did not disturb the single, center- 
of-the-house chimney. These changes created a 38 x 48-foot ground-level rectangle 
with an 18 x 42-foot attic. Some relatively minor interior changes were also made 
in 1930.

It was in 1965, however, that a fire, started by lightening, caused extensive 
damage to the roof ... and led, fortuitously, to discovery of more construction details 
than had previously been known. Four layers of siding were found on the outside of 
the log walls. There were also numerous finishes on the inside, including the remains 
of a plastering. These details can be seen today in the fireplaces, in the log wall 
beside the stairway (see picture), and in the chimney as it thrusts through the attic.

The original house was built to last. Its two rooms were framed by hand-hewn logs 
that included some walnut. These were interlocked in such a manner that they cannot 
be dismantled except in sequence from the top down. They are secured by walnut pegs 
and are as solid today as when first laid,

The double fireplace is relatively rare. The stones were not dressed, but crude 
fieIdstones picked up in the area. Despite this, the fireplaces and chimney remain 
crack-free and usable, although they were closed in 1940 when gas heaters were 
installed.

Mantle and woodwork framing of the fireplaces, as well as interior window and 
doorway trim of the original section is of early 19th century vintage. Hie original 
roof was supported by rafters consisting of post oak saplings about four inches 
thick. Each was skillfully notched, fitted, and pegged into the walls. The attic 
was reached lay steep ladder-type outside stairway (enclosed in the 20th century 
remodeling). It was (is) floored with rough lumber, partitioned only by the massive 
6 x 8-foot chimney. Over the years it has served as bedrooms and for storage,

With its white-painted frame siding and broad front porch the Isom house today, 
from the outside, would seem to be a product of turn-of-the-century Victorianisra. 
Inside, however - solid, and isolated from outside noises as well as from heat and 
cold - its two-room log core and double stone fireplaces attest to an earlier, highly 
skilled, perhaps even more resourceful craftsmanship.
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Log core of the Seawell-Ross-Isom House is possibly the oldest residence in 
Oklahoma, It is almost surely one of the oldest to have served continuously as a 
residence. Fort Gibson (the military post) was established in 1824. Oldest map of 
the fort in the National Archives mis drafted by a Lt, Arnold Harris, as Aid-de-Camp 
to General Matthew Arbuckle from 183*4- to 1839. On it, some 100 yards to the east of 
the stockade, is drawn "Lleut. Seawell's Private Property," a two-room structure with 
kitchen attached so as to form an "L." A careful check of the direction and distance 
verifies the location of the house (now considerably enlarged and modernized - without, 
however, changing the solid log core with its unusual double fireplace). Construction 
details (cf. No. 7) also tend to authenticate the age of this old section, as do 
family and local histories. It was undoubtedly built in 1839* It could possibly be 
ten or more years older than that.

* * *

Little is known about ownership and/or occupancy of the house in its early years, 
other than that in the mid-1830s it was "Lieut. Seawell's Private Property." Local 
legend has long referred to it as the "Zachary Taylor House.*' But official records 
place General Taylor in Fort Gibson for only a short period in 18^1. He was ordered 
to replace Gen. Matthew Arbuckle as commander of the Second Military Department, 
headquartered at Fort Gibson, in May. He arrived June 22, but "finding no suitable 
quarters for his family," moved his office and residence to Fort Smith, this in 
"early July." The original log stockade was badly run down by this time and the 
permanent stone buildings that were to replace it had not yet been built - on higher 
ground to the east of the Seawell house. So it is quite possible that General Taylor 
did spend a brief time in the sturdy two-room log house, but this would seem to qualify 
it only for Zachary-Taylor-slept-here status.

Best known owner of the house is William Potter Boss, nephew of Principal Chief 
John Ross of the Cherokees, who served the nation for many years (1839-1866), including 
the tragic Civil War period. When he died in 1866, Will Ross - who had come to 
Fort Gibson three years earlier as sutler for the Third Indian Home Guard Regiment - 
served the last year of his term. He remained on in the home until 18?0, when he 
moved to a farm outside Fort Gibson. He later completed Chief Lewis Downing v s term 
and was in all respects an outstanding Cherokee statesman.

Again little is known for sure about ownership of the house for the rest of the 
19th century. Old timers recall that in the mid-l890s a George Sanders lived in it. 
First transaction recorded on the property's abstract is dated Nov. 2, 1908. It 
shows one Lizzie A. Sanders, George's wife, as gaining title for $78, according to 
procedures established by the Dawes Commission in connection with dissolution of the
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Seawell-Ross-Isom House

Cherokee Nation and Creation of the State of Oklahoma in 190?. A Walter Scott 
purchased the old house in 1909 for $800. He changed the old house considerably - 
in appearance, if not structurally. The separate kitchen was removed. Porches and 
rooms were added, including one of Fort Gibson's earliest bathrooms, Scott lived 
in the house nine years. (When he moved out, interestingly enough, he took with him 
his bath tub and lavatory!)

Alien Isom bought the property Nov. 15» 1918, for $1,000. He made minor changes 
in the house in 1930. His widow lived there until moving to a local nursing home in 
1976. Ihe house is now owned by her daughter. Comfortably modern in appearance 
inside and out, it nevertheless retains the sturdy hand-crafted integrity of its 
original hand-hewn log and fieldstone construction. By reason of this craftsmanship 
(cf. No. ?)» its age and apparently continual occupancy, and the importance of the 
Ross family in the history of the Cherokee Nation, the Seawell-Ross-Isora is considered 
eminently deserving of National Register recognition.
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